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Robust Transfer Metric Learning
for Image Classification

Zhengming Ding, Student Member, IEEE, and Yun Fu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Metric learning has attracted increasing attention
due to its critical role in image analysis and classification.
Conventional metric learning always assumes that the training
and test data are sampled from the same or similar distribution.
However, to build an effective distance metric, we need abundant
supervised knowledge (i.e., side/label information), which is gen-
erally inaccessible in practice, because of the expensive labeling
cost. In this paper, we develop a robust transfer metric learn-
ing (RTML) framework to effectively assist the unlabeled target
learning by transferring the knowledge from the well-labeled
source domain. Specifically, RTML exploits knowledge transfer to
mitigate the domain shift in two directions, i.e., sample space and
feature space. In the sample space, domain-wise and class-wise
adaption schemes are adopted to bridge the gap of marginal and
conditional distribution disparities across two domains. In the
feature space, our metric is built in a marginalized denoising fash-
ion and low-rank constraint, which make it more robust to tackle
noisy data in reality. Furthermore, we design an explicit rank
constraint regularizer to replace the rank minimization NP-hard
problem to guide the low-rank metric learning. Experimental
results on several standard benchmarks demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed RTML by comparing it with the state-
of-the-art transfer learning and metric learning algorithms.

Index Terms— Transfer learning, cross-domain metric,
marginalized denoising.

I. INTRODUCTION

METRIC learning plays a fundamental role in image
analysis and pattern recognition fields, which has been

demonstrated that effective distance metrics built on large
labeled training data could greatly facilitate the recognition
performance for test data [1]–[3]. Conventional metric learning
methods always achieve promising results when there are
sufficient labeled training data [1], [2], [4], [5]. The training
strategy is usually to minimize the distance between two
samples with the same label, and otherwise maximize that
of between-class samples. Generally, distance metric learning
methods tend to transform the original data to a new space
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with the metric, which can be split into two fashions based
on whether the geometry structure is incorporated or not.
Specifically, global metric learning methods manage to pull
all the data points with the same class label close together
for compactness while pushing those from different classes
far apart for separability [3]–[5], whilst local metric learning
methods are designed to preserve the geometry structure of
data with the label information [6]–[9].
However, we need a lot of supervised information to build

an effective distance metric, which is generally not available
in many real-world applications [10]. Actually, we always
confront the scenario that no or limited labeled data in the
target domain are available during the training stage. Indeed,
distance metrics learned only in a well-labeled source domain
cannot be directly reused in the target domain, because the
significant distribution divergence across two domains is not
explicitly taken into consideration. This domain shift would
lead to the metrics trained in source domain invalid in target
domain. On the other hand, it is very expensive to manually
annotate the unlabeled data. Therefore, it is essential to reuse
well-labeled source data and reduce the domain shift through
distance metric learning.
Recently, transfer learning [10] has been verified as an

appealing approach to deal with such challenges by mak-
ing use of the well-learned knowledge from external source
datasets. Recent research efforts on transfer learning have
shown attractive results by learning a common space in which
source knowledge can be adapted to facilitate the target
learning [11]–[14]. Therefore, it is very important to capture
the rich and useful knowledge across two domains through
learning a valid metric [15]–[19]. However, current cross-
domain metric learning algorithms only consider the marginal
distribution difference across two domains, while ignoring
the conditional distribution disparity between them. Moreover,
they mainly focus on one direction alignment (sample space)
to guide the knowledge transfer, without considering the
feature space alignment. Hence, they are not effective enough
in dealing with unlabeled target learning.
In this paper, we propose a novel Robust Transfer Metric

Learning (RTML) algorithm for cross-domain image classi-
fication (Figure 1). The core idea of RTML is to seek a
robust transfer low-rank metric to address the marginal and
conditional distribution differences across two domains. In this
way, our cross-domain metric could well adapt well-learned
source knowledge to facilitate the target learning. Furthermore,
we design a marginalized denoising scheme to seek a more
robust cross-domain metric to real-world images. To this
end, we seek a cross-domain metric through aligning source
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our proposed Robust Transfer Metric Learning (RTML). Note that the same color means the same class (Here we have 4 classes).
There are two domains with different distributions in the original space. RTML aims to build a cross-domain metric to mitigate the domain shift. First, we
propose domain-/class-wise adaptation (a,b) strategy to alleviate the disparity of the marginal and conditional distributions between two domains. Moreover,
the class-wise adaptation term is iteratively optimized through pseudo labels of target domain (c). Furthermore, we develop marginalized denoising fashion
and low-rank constraint to seek a robust and effective cross-domain metric.

and target in two directions, i.e., sample space and feature
space.

A. Our Contributions
We aim to seek a robust cross-domain metric to boost the

unlabeled target learning. Hence, we summarize our contribu-
tions in the three folds as follows:

• First of all, we propose an iterative refine manner to
optimize the class-wise adaptation term to uncover more
intrinsic source knowledge for target learning. Hence,
marginal and conditional distribution differences across
two domains are both leveraged through a shared cross-
domain metric.

• Secondly, marginalized denoising scheme is developed to
improve the robustness of the learned metric. Specifically,
our metric works in a denoising auto-encoder data recon-
struction way, aiming to recover the clean knowledge
from the manually corrupted data.

• Simultaneously, low-rank constraint is incorporated to
guide the cross-domain metric learning by uncovering
more common feature structure across two domains.
To recover a better low-rank metric, we develop an
explicit rank constraint regularizer instead of the popular
nuclear norm to address the rank minimization NP-hard
problem.

The rest sections of this paper are organized as follows.
In Section II, we present a brief discussion of the related
work. Then we propose our novel robust transfer metric learn-
ing in Section III. Experimental evaluations are reported in
Section IV, which is followed by the conclusion in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this part, we mainly discuss the related work in two lines,
and highlight the difference of our method by comparing with
existing ones.

A. Metric Learning
Metric learning [2], [20] has been popular in the area of

pattern recognition and image analysis in the past decades.

Most metric learning algorithms manage to learn a positive
semi-definite distance matrix to boost the learning problem.
Along this line, Xing et al. [21] developed a discriminative
metric by minimizing the distances between similar pairs
while keeping those of dissimilar pairs to a lower bound.
Ding et al. developed a low-rank metric by exploiting the
sample structure and discriminative information for face recog-
nition [3]. However, conventional algorithms are limited by
the underlying assumption that training data and test data
are lying in the similar distribution. However, their appealing
performance highly relies on many well-labeled training data,
but they cannot deal with the challenge where there are no or
limited labeled data in the target domain.
In the literature, there are several cross-domain metric

learning algorithms by borrowing the knowledge from the
well-labeled source domain to facilitate the unlabeled target
learning [16], [17], [19]. Following this, Zha et al. devel-
oped a robust target metric by adopting a log-determinant
divergence to measure the difference of source metrics and
target metric [16]. Wang et al. [19] designed a cross-domain
metric approach to borrow the source knowledge for the target
domain through an information-theoretic setting. However,
current cross-domain metric learning algorithms ignore the
conditional distribution disparity across two domains, mean-
while they only consider to couple source and target in the
sample space.

B. Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is a powerful technique to deal with the

domain mismatch in many real-world scenarios [10]. The key
problem of transfer learning turns to be adapting either feature
space or classifiers, or both of them to bridge the distribution
gap across source and target domains [14], [22]–[25].
Feature/classifier adaptation could transfer the well-labeled

source knowledge to alleviate the unlabeled target learning.
Over the past decades, a variety of transfer learning algo-
rithms [13], [24]–[30], have been proposed and achieved
promising performance. In this paper, we aim to seek a robust
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cross-domain metric to transform source and target data to a
latent shared space. We not only align source and target in
sample space, but also couple them in feature space. In this
way, our method could uncover more shared knowledge across
two domains.
Cross-domain data matching [13] is one special case of

transfer learning, which generally aims to match two dif-
ferent modalities of one subject to mitigate the modality
divergence. Along this line, Lin et al. unified the similarity
measure and feature representation learning via deep con-
volutional neural networks [13]. Differently, the setting of
data matching problem is different from that of traditional
transfer learning. In general, data matching problem would
have multiple pairs of data from two modalities for training,
while testing on new pairs. It is very similar to multi-view
learning [25], [31]. However, in this work, we mainly con-
centrate on the traditional transfer learning problem where we
have a well-labeled source and unlabeled target domain for
training, aiming to predict the labels of the target data. Our
cross-domain metric learning tends to transfer the knowledge
through two directions. First of all, our method aims to min-
imize both marginal and conditional distribution differences
across two domains simultaneously. Secondly, we adopt two
strategies to make it more robust to noisy data in feature
space: one is low-rank constraint and the other is marginalized
desnoising scheme. Furthermore, we develop an explicit rank
minimization regularizer to better recover a low-rank metric.

III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we first briefly discuss the motivation to
design our robust transfer metric, then provide the detail of our
proposed metric through domain-wise/class-wise adaptation
and two robust strategies as well. Finally, an efficient solution
is developed to solve the metric learning problem.

A. Distance Metric Learning Revisit

Consider X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} is a set of data points,
where n is data size and each xi ∈ R

d is a sample vector
with d-dimensional feature. Specifically, the set of equivalent
constraints is presented by S = {(xi , x j )|xi and x j are from the
same class}, and the set of inequivalent constraints is denoted
by D = {(xi , x j )|xi and x j are from the different classes}.
Assume the distance metric is M ∈ R

d×d , and the Maha-
lanobis distance of two points xi and x j can be defined as:

dM(xi , x j ) = (xi − x j )
�M(xi − x j ), (1)

in which M is positive semi-definite (M ∈ S
d+). Generally,

M ∈ R
d×d can be decomposed into M = P P�, where

P ∈ R
d×r and r ≤ d is the rank of metric M. In this way,

we can rewrite dM(xi , x j ) as ‖P�(xi − x j )‖2, which builds
the connection between means metric learning and subspace
learning. The general metric learning algorithm is formalized
as

min
M∈S

d+

∑
(xi ,x j )∈S

dM(xi , x j ),

s.t.
∑

(xi ,x j )∈D
dM(xi , x j ) ≥ 1. (2)

With M learned in Eq. (2), the distance between the dis-
similar pairs is enlarged while the distance between the similar
pairs is pulled close to each other. To this end, a discriminative
metric would be learned to boost the learning problem when
we have enough label information. However, traditional metric
learning would be invalid when there are insufficient or no
labeled data.

B. Motivation

Traditional metric learning approaches have limitations,
when there are sparse or no labeled data in the target
domain [19], [27]. However, we could find well-labeled source
domains to help the unlabeled target learning. But this practice
would involve a challenging problem in conventional metric
learning. Therefore, it is essential to bridge the gap between
two domains with large distribution difference during learning
the metric.
Previous cross-domain metric learning algorithms only

adopted to minimize the marginal distribution difference
through K-L divergence [19] or Maximum Mean Discrep-
ancy [15], [27]. Therefore, they would ignore the conditional
distribution of two domains, since it is also very important
to leverage the conditional divergence across two domains.
Besides, current cross-domain metric algorithms only consider
the sample space alignment to couple source and target while
ignoring the feature space alignment. Hence, they are not very
effective in cross-domain data learning.
To this end, we propose domain-wise and class-wise adap-

tation to seek an effective cross-domain metric to mitigate
the domain shift in sample space. Furthermore, current cross-
domain metric learning cannot well handle the noisy data
in real world. Intuitively, we propose two strategies to build
a robust metric. Specifically, low-rank constraint is intro-
duced to uncover more common feature structure across
two domains. Moreover, marginalized denoising scheme is
intuitively incorporated into our robust metric learning during
data reconstruction. These two strategies not only generate a
robust denoising metric, but also uncover more shared feature
structures across two domains, which is complementary to our
domain-wise/class-wise adaption in sample space.

C. Robust Transfer Metric Learning

Given a source domain Xs with ns labeled samples from
c classes: Xs = {(xs,1, ys,1), · · · , (xs,ns , ys,ns

)}, where xs,i ∈
R

d and ys,i ∈ [1, c] is its class label. Assume Xt is a target
domain with nt unlabeled samples: Xt = {xt,1, · · · , xt,nt },
where xt,i ∈ R

d .
1) Domain-Wise Adaptation: When Xs and Xt are drawn

from different domains, it is very essential to minimize
the marginal distribution across two domains by learning
an effective cross-domain metric. This issue is of particular
importance and gains its popularity in transfer learning. Lots of
recent research activities adopt the criterion Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD) to measure the distribution across two
domains [15], [27], that is, the means of two domains tend to
be pulled close together.
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To that end, we develop domain-wise adaptation to guide
the metric learning by leveraging mean discrepancy of two
domains as follows:

min
M∈Sd+

(μs − μt )
�M(μs − μt ) = tr(�M), (3)

where μs is the mean of Xs (μs = 1
ns

∑ns
i=1 xs,i ) and μt

is the mean of Xt (μt = 1
nt

∑nt
i=1 xt,i ). tr(·) is the trace

operator of the matrix and � = (μs − μt )(μs − μt )
�. With

the mean difference of two domains minimized, the marginal
divergence of two domains is reduced in an unsupervised
fashion. However, it cannot ensure the conditional distributions
across domains also to be close, if we only mitigate the
difference in the marginal distributions. Unfortunately, it is
hard to measure the conditional distribution if we have no
labeled data from the target domain.

2) Class-Wise Adaptation: To address this problem, we
manage to utilize the pseudo labels of the target data [32] by
adopting some basic classifiers. This strategy aims to uncover
the underlying structure of two domains by transferring the
local information. So far, we can measure conditional dis-
tributions across two domains with the following class-wise
adaptation term:

min
M∈S

d+

c∑
i=1

(μi
s − μi

t )
�M(μi

s − μi
t ) =

c∑
i=1
tr(�iM), (4)

where μi
s is the mean of i -th class in source domain and μi

t
is the mean of i -th class in pseudo labeled target domain,
which is updated iteratively during the cross-domain metric
optimization. �i = (μi

s − μi
t )(μ

i
s − μi

t )
�.

Specifically, we first obtain pseudo labels for target domain
via the classifier trained on source domain using the origi-
nal features, and utilize these labels for discriminant metric
learning. Then in the new metric space, we can still propagate
the pseudo labels to the target domain again, but with more
accuracy since we already include both domain-wise and class-
wise matching. Furthermore, the newly learned labels will
provide a better description for the underlying conditional
distributions. We discuss class-wise adaption with iterative
refinement in the later solution section.
In reality, we may have many inexact pseudo labels for

target due to the large differences of two domains. However,
we can still mitigate the conditional distributions through the
class-wise MMD [32]. The key of class-wise adaptation to
transfer the intrinsic structure from source to target is to
further mitigate the divergence across two domains. To this
end, we have learned a cross-domain metric in leveraging mar-
ginal/conditional distribution divergences across two domain
at the same time.
To sum up, we can achieve the domain-wise and class-wise

adaptation terms into the same formula as:

min
M∈S

d+

c∑
i=0

(μi
s − μi

t )
�M(μi

s − μi
t ) =

c∑
i=0
tr(�iM), (5)

where we define �0 = � for simplicity. Through
EM-like refinement of RTML, a more accurate labeling could

Fig. 2. Illustration of robust denoising metric, where each point x is randomly
corrupted to x̃, then reconstructed with metric M to x̌ = Mx̃, where the
metric merges encoding and decoding into one step. The loss function aims
to minimize the reconstructed x̌ and original x.

be obtained for the unlabeled target data. Therefore, if we
adopt this labeling knowledge to refine our metric iteratively,
then we can alternatively achieve better labeling quality.

3) Robust Metric Learning Via Marginalized Denoising
Fashion and Rank Constraint: It would be desirable if the
metric (projection) would keep as more information available
in Xs and Xt as possible. To implement this, we could
formalize metric data reconstruction in a PCA-like way to
preserve energy of two domains as:

�d = ‖Xs − P P� Xs‖2F + ‖Xt − P P� Xt‖2F
= ‖Xs − MXs‖2F + ‖Xt − MXt‖2F
= ‖X − MX‖2F, (6)

where X = [Xs , Xt ] ∈ R
d×n, (n = ns +nt ) and ‖·‖F is matrix

Frobenius norm. Motivated by denoising data reconstruction,
e.g., marginalized Denoising Auto-Encoder (mDAE) [11] and
Denoising Auto-Encoder (DAE) [33], we tend to make our
learned metric M with denoising property. In this way,
we intuitively introduce the corrupted data in the reconstruc-
tion (6). Therefore, we could rewrite Eq.(6) into the denoising
data reconstruction fashion:

�d = ‖X̄ − MX̃‖2F, (7)

where X̄ is m-times repeated version of X , and X̃ is the
corrupted version of X̄ with different ratios of random cor-
ruption [11]. We could observe that our metric is constrained
in a data reconstruction way by transforming noisy data to
clean data and digging out the noise. In this way, our metric
is much more robust in dealing with real data.

Remark: Our marginalized denoising metric is different
from mDAE [11], which aims to learn denoising transforma-
tion (similar to P decomposed from our metric M = P P�).
Moreover, our denoising metric is very similar to DAE [33]
(Figure 2), since P� X̃ can be treated as a linear version of the
hidden layer (encoding), while MX̃ = P P� X̃ can be treated
as the reconstructed output from corrupted input X̃ (decoding).
To this end, we finally achieve a DAE-like robust metric for
cross-domain learning. Therefore, our metric could not only
have denoising property but also reduce the dimensionality of
the original data to save computational cost, by comparing
with [11].
Previous work assumes metricM to be low-rank [34], [35],

so that the metric M can uncover the feature space structure
of the data, and reduce the storage need as well as efficient
distance computation. For cross-domain data, the structured
metric could also transfer the well-learned knowledge from
source to target to boost its performance.
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Finally, we formulate our objective function for robust
transfer metric learning as follows:

min
M∈S

d+

c∑
i=0
tr(�iM) + α‖X̄ − MX̃‖2F + λrank(M), (8)

where α and λ are two balanced parameters. rank(M) is the
rank operator of the matrix M. With the above objective
function (8), we can learn a discriminative and robust metric
for knowledge transfer, which not only uncovers the shared
information in sample space, but also learns more robust
structure shared by two domains in feature space.

4) Explicit Rank Control Regularization: Rank minimiza-
tion is an NP-hard problem, which cannot be easily addressed.
In the literature, there are a lot of strategies to find a surrogate
to solve the rank minimization problem [36], [37]. One popular
strategy is to adopt a surrogate nuclear norm ‖M‖∗ to replace
rank(M) [36], [38]. Specifically, nuclear norm calculates the
sum of all singular values ofM. Furthermore, our framework
enforcesM to be positive semi-definite (PSD) S

d+, and there-
fore, we could obtain ‖M‖∗ = tr(M).
Note that trace operator tr(M) is defined to be the sum

of the elements on the main diagonal. However, if the non-
zero elements on the main diagonal of matrix M change,
tr(M) will change as well, but the rank of M may keep
constant. Therefore, nuclear norm (trace operator) is not a
good surrogate for rank minimization problem.
To that end, we develop a novel term that minimizes the

sum of the d −r smallest eigenvalues ofM ∈ S
d+ into Eq. (8)

so that the novel term would reach its minimum when the rank
of M is less or equal to a pursued rank r :

min
M∈S

d+

c∑
i=0
tr(�iM) + α‖X̄ − MX̃‖2F

+ λ

d∑
i=r+1

(
σi (M)

)2
, (9)

where σi (M) is the i -th eigenvalue of M. Such a minimiza-
tion controls the rank of M in an explicit manner, since the
rank of the PSD matrix M ∈ S

d+ equals the number of its
non-zero eigenvalues.
Specifically, we can notice that

∑d
i=r+1

(
σi (M)

)2 =
tr(��MM��), where � are the singular vectors which
correspond to the (d − r)-smallest singular values of MM�.
To sum up, we have the final objective function as:

min
M∈S

d+,�

c∑
i=0
tr(�iM) + α‖X̄ − MX̃‖2F

+ λtr(��MM��), (10)

a) Discussion: To sum up, we build a robust cross-
domain metric for effective target learning through knowl-
edge transfer in two directions. To mitigate the marginal and
conditional disparity across two domains in sample space,
we propose domain-wise and class-wise adaptation terms to
better transfer the knowledge from source to target. With the
iterative refinement strategy, we could involve more accurate

labels of the target for valid knowledge transfer. For fea-
ture space, our metric learning could be integrated into a
DAE-style data reconstruction so that our metric would be
more robust by manually introducing the noise into the training
data [33]. Furthermore, we develop an explicit rank minimiza-
tion regularizer to better achieve a low-rank metric so that we
could reduce the redundant features across two domains. In a
word, the learned metric is more effective and robust in dealing
with unlabeled target learning.

D. Optimization
With positive semi-definite constraint, it cannot directly

optimize the metric M. First of all, we define h(M, �) =∑c
i=0 tr(�iM) + α‖X̄ − MX̃‖2F + λtr(��MM��).
Specifically, we adopt a linear approximation to h(M, �)

to solve the problem [35]. In this way, M and � tend to be
optimized in an iterative manner with leaving-one-out scheme.
Also for each iteration, we need to refine the pseudo labels
of the target data to optimize the class-wise adaption term
by involving more accurate labels of target data. That is,
we optimize one by fixing the other iteratively. Define Mt

and �t are the optimization at time t , then the Mt+1 and
�t+1 are updated at the (t + 1)th iteration:

1) Update M:

Mt+1 = argmin
M∈S

d+
h(M, �t )

= argmin
M∈S

d+

1

2η
‖M − Mt‖2F + h(Mt , �t )

+ 〈∇Mh(M, �t )|M=Mt ,M − Mt 〉
= argmin

M∈S
d+

1

2η
‖M − (Mt − ηHt )‖2F

= P
S

d+(Mt − ηHt ), (11)

where Ht = ∇Mh(M, �t )|M=Mt = ∑c
i=0 �i + 2α(X̄ X̃� −

Mt X̃ X̃�) + 2λ�t�
�
t Mt and η > 0 is the step size.

In fact, we would like the repeated number m to be ∞,
hence, the marginal denoising metric Mt+1 could be effec-
tively obtained from infinite copies of noisy data. Actually,
when m tends to be large enough, U = X̄ X̃� and V = X̃ X̃�
can converge to their expectations under the weak law of large
numbers [11]. Therefore, we can update Ht by calculating the
exceptions of U/V as:

Ht = E[
c∑

i=0
�i + 2α(U − MtV) + 2λ�t�

�
t Mt ]

= E[
c∑

i=0
�i + 2λ�t�

�
t Mt ] + E[2α(U − MtV)]

=
c∑

i=0
�i + 2λ�t�

�
t Mt + 2α(

E[U] − Mt E[V]), (12)

where E[U] =
(∑

i xi x�
i ⊗	u

)
and E[V] =

(∑
i xi x�

i ⊗	v

)
.

	u (	v ) is d × d matrix encoding joint survival ratios of
two single features from original data xi and corrupted data
x̃i (both from corrupted data x̃i ), and ⊗ is the element-wise
multiplication [11].
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Furthermore, the introduced operator P
S

d+(·) denotes the
projection operation to S

d+. Specifically, for a symmetric
matrix K ∈ R

d×d , P
S

d+(K) = ∑d
i=1[γi ]+ki k�

i , in which

(kiγi )
d
i=1 are its eigenvector-eigenvalue pairs.

2) Update �: When Mt+1 is optimized, we could update
�t+1 with the eigenvectors corresponding to the (d − r)-
smallest singular values of Mt+1M�

t+1. To compute �t+1,
we have to perform singular value decomposition (SVD) of
matrixMt+1M�

t+1. Suppose singular value decomposition of
Mt+1M�

t+1 = UM�MU�
M, where UM is the eigenvector

matrix and �M is the diagonal matrix in ascending order.
Denote UM = [U1

M, U2
M], in which U1

M ∈ R
d×(d−r), and

U2
M ∈ R

d×r , then we can directly achieve �t+1 = U1
M.

According to the Eq. (12), to updateM, we do not need the
exact value of �, instead, we only need to calculate ���. It is
easy to know that UMU�

M = U1
MU1�

M + U2
MU2�

M = Id . We
have ��� = Id − U2

MU2�
M . We know that MM� is a low-

rank matrix, so r is a small value (r  d). Since the previous
procedure would cost O((d −r)2d) ≈ O(d3) for matrix multi-
plication of �t+1��

t+1. While our optimized procedure would
take O(r2d) ≈ O(d) for matrix multiplication of U2

MU2�
M .

Therefore, it is more efficient than directly calculating U1
M.

3) Update �i , 1 ≤ i ≤ c: After we have optimized the low-
rank metric M for each iteration, we can decompose M =
P P� to achieve the low-dimensional projection. Assume the
rank of M is r  d , especially for high-dimensional data,
therefore P ∈ R

d×r can project the original cross-domain data
to an r -dimensional space for dimension reduction. To achieve
P , we run the eigen-decomposition ofM = Up�pU�

p , where
�p ∈ R

r×r only preserves the non-negative eigenvalues.

Therefore, P = Up�
1
2
p . When P is learned, we could apply

it to extract low-dimensional features from two domains, then
we adopt the nearest neighbor classifier (NNC) to predict the
labels of the target data. To this end, the class-wise adaptation
term would be updated with new predicted labels of the target
data.
We would optimize all the variables iteratively until the

metric converges, i.e., ‖Mt+1 − Mt‖∞ < ε. The detail
solution to the proposed Robust Transfer Metric Learning
(RTML) approach is summarized in Algorithm 1. Specifically,
we empirically set the parameters η = 0.01 and ε = 10−4,
while tuning λ and α in the experimental part.

E. Complexity Analysis

In this part, we would discuss the complexity of our
algorithm. There are four major consuming parts:

• Matrix multiplication in Step 1;
• SVD-projection in Step 2;
• SVD decomposition in Step 3;
• Refine class-wise adaptation in Step 4
Next, we would discuss the detail complexity of these four

steps. For Ht (Step 1), there are several matrix multiplications,
e.g., l multiplications, so it would cost O(ld3). Step 2 takes
O(d3) when projecting M onto S

d+ through SVD-based pro-
jection. For Step 3, the SVD decomposition would take O(d3)
and the calculation of � needs around O(d). While Step 4,

Algorithm 1 Robust Transfer Metric Learning

Fig. 3. Image Samples from left to right are USPS digit, MNIST
digit, MSRC object and VOC 2007 object, COIL20 object, CMU-PIE face,
Office+Caltech256 and BUAA VIS-NIR face, respectively.

it usually takes O(cn2) to update the class-wise adaptation
matrix. To sum up, the whole complexity of RTML is bounded
with O

(
T
(
(l + 2)d3+ cn2+ d

))
, where T is the optimization

iteration number.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first present the benchmarks and experi-
mental setting. Then comparison results are presented followed
by some property analysis.

A. Datasets & Experimental Setting

Office+Caltech256, CMU-PIE, USPS, MNIST, COIL20,
MSRC, VOC2007 and BUAA VIS-NIR (see Figure 3 and
Table I) are 9 image benchmark datasets widely adopted.

MRSC+VOC contains two subsets: (1) MSRC dataset1 has
more than 4000 samples from 18 categories; (2) VOC2007
dataset2 includes over 5000 samples annotated with 20 con-
cepts. Six shared categories are selected to build MSRC+VOC
(1269 samples in MSRC and 1530 samples in VOC2007).
Dense SIFT features are used with 128 dimensions.

USPS+MNIST3 shares ten common digit categories from
two subsets: USPS and MNIST. In this experiment, we use
1800 samples from USPS and 2000 samples from MNIST. All
the images are rescaled to 16×16, and the raw pixel values
are adopted.

1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/
objectclassrecognition.
2http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/challenges/VOC/voc2007.
3http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/MLData.html
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Fig. 4. Recognition results of 8 algorithms on different databases: COIL20, USPS+MNIST digit, MRSC+VOC object.

TABLE I

STATISTICS OF THE 9 BENCHMARK DATASETS

COIL20 object dataset4 includes 20 objects with
1440 images. Each object has 72 images with each image of
size 32×32. In the experiments, we follow the setting of [41]
to split the dataset into 2 subsets: COIL1 and COIL2, in
which COIL1 includes samples of [0◦, 85◦] ∪ [180◦, 265◦]
and COIL2 includes samples of [90◦, 175◦] ∪ [270◦, 355◦].
We select one subset as one domain, then build two transfer
learning task.

CMU PIE Face database consists of 68 subjects with
each under 21 various illumination conditions. We adopt five
pose subsets: C05, C07, C09, C27, C29, which provides a
rich basis for domain adaptation, that is, we can choose one
pose as the source and any rest one as the target. Therefore,
we obtain 5 × 4 = 20 different source/target combinations.
Finally, we combine all five poses together to form a single
dataset for large-scale transfer learning experiment. We crop
all images to 32× 32 and only adopt the pixel values as the
input.

Office+Caltech2565 contains 10 shared categories from
Office dataset and Caltech-256. Specifically, Office dataset
included three subsets, i.e., Amazon, Webcam, and DSLR.
Caltech-256 is a standard object dataset with 256 categories
over 30000 samples. In this dataset, we adopt two kinds of
features, i.e., 800-dim SURF and 4096-dim DeCAF6 features.
We select two out of four as one cross-domain task. Finally,
we conduct 4 × 3 different groups of domain adaptation
experiments. We adopt the sampling protocol [43] that ran-
domly samples the source domain with 20 labeled examples
per category for Amazon (A) and Caltech (C) and 8 labeled
examples per category for Webcam (W) and DSLR (D). While
the target domain is totally unlabeled.

BUAA VIS-NIR face database is adopted for heteroge-
neous knowledge transfer with two modalities. Specifically,

4http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/software/softlib/coil-20.php
5http://www-scf.usc.edu/ boqinggo/domainadaptation.html

we randomly choose 75 subjects and their corresponding
one modality images as one domain, and use the remaining
75 subjects with the images from the other modality. Since
there is no overlap across two domains, therefore, we select
one image per subject in the target domain as the reference.
Five selection on different reference images are conducted and
we reported the average performance.
Note that the arrow “→” is the direction from “source” to

“target”. For example, “Webcam→ DSLR” means Webcam is
the labeled source domain and DSLR is the unlabeled target.

B. Comparison Methods & Implementation Details
We mainly compare with 7 state-of-the-art methods to

show the effectiveness of our algorithm as follows: Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) [39], Information-theoretic Metric
Learning (ITML) [40], Geodesic Flow Kernel (GFK) [23],
Joint Domain Adaptation (JDA) [41], Transfer Component
Analysis (TCA) [42], Cross-Domain Metric Learning (CDML)
[19] and Marginalized Denoising Auto-encoder (mSDA) [11].
The first two are the traditional metric learning algorithms,

in which we train the metric on labeled source data wile
reuse for target learning. The last five are the transfer learning
algorithms and CDML is the transfer metric learning one.
For transfer learning algorithms, we train on labeled source
and unlabeled target to transfer knowledge during the model
training.
In transfer learning, it is hard to tune the optimal parameters

through cross validation. Therefore, we empirically search
the optimal parameter, and report each method’s best results.
Furthermore, for the pseudo labels initialization, we adopt the
labeled source data to predict the unlabeled target using the
nearest neighbor classifier (NNC) with the original features.
Note that different initializations, e.g., random initialization,
would influence on the final performances.

C. Experimental Results
In this section, we present the comparison results on differ-

ent datasets including digit, object and face images, to show
the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
We first experiment on cross-domain object databases,

e.g., digit, object images. For COIL20, MNIST+USPS and
MSRC+VOC, each has two subsets, so we select one as the
source domain while the other as the target domain, then we
switch them. In all, we have two cases for each database,
and the comparison results of 8 algorithms are shown in
Figure 4. For Office+Caltech256, we strictly follow [23] to
repeat 20 times and calculate the average performance as
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TABLE II

RECOGNITION RATE OF 8 ALGORITHMS ON CMU-PIE CROSS POSE FACE DATASET

TABLE III

AVERAGE RECOGNITION RATE (%)± STANDARD DEVIATION OF 8 ALGORITHMS ON OFFICE+CALTECH-256 (SURF FEATURES & DECAF6),
WHERE A = AMAZON, D = DSLR, C = CALTECH-256 AND W = WEBCAM

well as the variation. The comparison results are presented
in Table III. We further compare our algorithm on cross-pose
face database, i.e., CMU-PIE (Table II). There are five poses,
each could be one domain, so we could build 20 cases by
randomly selecting 2 for one.
PCA and ITML are two traditional metric learning algo-

rithms, which train the model on source data while evalu-
ate on target data. Specifically, PCA is totally unsupervised
while ITML needs side information (supervised knowledge).
We could observe that such algorithms cannot perform well

since the source and target have domain shift. In this way, the
metric trained on source cannot be well reused in the target
domain.
GFK designs a kernel metric to minimize the divergence

of source and target. GFK outperforms other comparisons in
some cases, e.g., Office+Caltech database. The reason may
be kernel metric could well mitigate the distribution gap in
these type of data. TCA proposes a unified framework to learn
a projection by matching feature representation. Differently,
JDA builds a unified dimensionality reduction algorithm to
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Fig. 5. p-value of t-test between our method and others on Office+Caltech256 (SURF features). We do pre-processing using − log(p) so that the large value
shown in the figure means the more significance of our algorithm compared with others.

TABLE IV

AVERAGE RECOGNITION RATE (%)± STANDARD DEVIATION OF 8 ALGORITHMS ON BUAA NIR-VIS FACE DATABASE

TABLE V

RECOGNITION RATE OF 4 ALGORITHMS ON
DIFFERENT EVALUATION CASES

mitigate the marginal/conditional distributions. These algo-
rithms all adopt the shallow structure. From the comparison
results, we notice that JDA can achieve better results in
most cases by comparing with other shallow structure transfer
learning. The key reason is that JDA not only involves the
source labels into model training, but also iteratively optimizes
the target labels for the class-wise adaptation term. Similarly,
our proposed algorithm also involves pseudo labels of target
to iteratively optimize the class-wise adaption term. However,
JDA only considers the sample direction alignment across
source and target, while ignores the feature direction matching.
Our method intuitively incorporates the marginalized denois-
ing and low-rank strategies into our metric learning, which
would make our metric more robust to noise cases [11].
Moreover, such strategies could further uncover more shared
features for two domains to boost the knowledge transfer.
CDML is a cross-domain metric which adopts the

K-L divergence to measure the similarity of two domains in
order to mitigate the disparity across two domains. However,
CDML only considers the marginal distribution difference of
two domains. This K-L divergence strategy cannot well align
source and target to transfer more effective knowledge. From
the results, we could notice that our proposed algorithm could
consistently outperform CDML, since our algorithm not only
involves the class-wise adaption term, but also works in a
marginalized denoising fashion. In this way, our metric would

be more robust and effective deal with real-world images.
Although mSDA adopted denoising strategy, it only combined
source and target together to seek new representation. Hence,
the domain shift could not be well mitigated.
From the results of Table III, we could observe that all the

algorithms achieve better results using DeCAF6 cases com-
paring with using SURF. This verifies the deep features have
better discriminative information. The domain shift across
source and target has been mitigated to some extents using the
same deep structure. In some challenging cases, e.g., C → A
and A → C , deep features show much better performance
by comparing with SURF features. But in some easy cases,
D → W and W → D, deep features do not show much
superiority over SURF features. In both features, our method
can outperform others, which shows the effectiveness of the
proposed method in knowledge transfer.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the statistical significance of

our approach, we also performed a significance test (t-test)
for the results shown in Figure 5. We used a significance
level of 0.05. That is to say, when p-value is less than 0.05,
the performance difference of two methods is statistically
significant. Figure 5 lists the p-values of our method by
comparing with others. Since we do − log(p) processing,
the comparison shows that our method outperforms others
significantly if the values are greater than − log(0.05).

D. Parameter Analysis

In this section, we testify some properties of the pro-
posed RTML, i.e., component evaluation, convergence analy-
sis, MMD distance, influence of two parameters and training
time.
First of all, to understand our model deeply, we evaluate

several variants, i.e., (1) RTMLl by removing the low-rank
constraint, (2) RTMLc by removing the class-wise adaptation,
(3) RTMLd by removing the marginalized denoising part.
We evaluate on different cases following the previous setting
and the results are shown in Table V. We could observe
that RTMLc performs worse than the other two variants and
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Fig. 6. (a) Recognition curve (red ‘*’) and convergence curve (Blue ‘o’) of our linear algorithm on Office+Caltech256 C → W . (b) MMD distance of four
algorithms on A → W on Office+Caltech256 database. (c) Parameters analysis results of λ and α on Office+Caltech256 database for the case C → D. The
values of x-axis and y-axis are used log() to rescale the size.

TABLE VI

TRAINING TIME (second) OF RTML AND ALL THE BASELINE METHODS

RTMLl works better than other two variants. However, all the
three variants cannot achieve better results than RTML.
Secondly, we experiment on convergence and recognition

performance of our approach in different iterations. Specif-
ically, we set α = 10 and λ = 10−1. The case C → A
on Office+Caltech256 database is used for evaluation and
the results are presented in Figure 6(a). We could notice that
our algorithm converges very well, meanwhile the recognition
performance goes up quickly and reaches to a stable position.
Thirdly, we evaluate the MMD distance of PCA, TCA, and

JDA on dataset A → W . It is worth to note that better gen-
eralization performance could be obtained if the distribution
distance is smaller. Figure 6(b) lists MMD distances of four
approaches, where we could see the MMD distance of RTML
is the smallest. The reason is that RTML is able to mitigate the
marginal/conditional distributions more effectively by building
a most discriminative and robust metric. Through EM-like
refinement, we could observe that RTML reduces the MMD
distance iteratively.
Moreover, we evaluate on setting MSRC→VOC. The influ-

ence of parameters shows the recognition performance at
different values in Figure 6(c), where we could observe that
larger α and smaller λ generate better performance. α shows
more important impact by comparing with λ, that is, our
marginalized denoising term would play an important role in
learning an effective cross-domain metric. Besides, low-rank
constraint could also avoid the scale issue, as it keeps the
metric in certain spaces with limited magnitude. We observe
the performance would degrade when λ = 0 from Table V.
Finally, we evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms on four

cases from different cross-domain databases, and show the
results in Table VI. For JDA and RTML, we run 10 iterations
so that they are more time-consuming. We observe that our
algorithm and JDA cost more time than other comparisons.
The key reason is we both adopt the iterative refinement to

optimize the problem. In each iteration, we need to calculate
the target’s labels.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a Robust Transfer Metric

Learning (RTML) framework through low-rank constraint
and marginalized denoising scheme. The cross-domain metric
guided by domain-wise and class-wise adaption terms was
incorporated to align source and target domains, by mini-
mizing the marginal and conditional distributions across two
domains. Furthermore, two strategies were developed to make
our learned cross-domain metric more robust to noisy data,
one is the low-rank constraint on metric and the other is
the marginalized denoising scheme during data reconstruction.
Specifically, low-rank constraint tended to preserve the feature
structure while marginalized denoising strategy was designed
to better handle corrupted data in real world. Experimental
results verified the superiority of the designed cross-domain
metric.
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